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Notes from Liberty
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Superman coins upon their original release
just over two years ago, your response was
one of the strongest we have ever experienced. We are pleased to again offer more of
these. Both coins are priced at money-saving
levels—at the same time that the price of silver is at the lowest levels in more than a year!
There simply is not enough space in our
flyers or in this column to list all of the interesting bargains was have picked up over the
last several weeks. However, you can go to
the list of coins and currency offered for sale
at our website, www.libertycoinservice.com,
where we have added hundreds of pieces.
Among the categories of coins where we
have added the most listings are in US Standing Liberty Quarters, US Seated Liberty Half
Dollars, US Franklin Half Dollars, a number
of ancient Greek and Roman issues, and Chinese Panda coinage. Enjoy taking some time
to peruse all of the listings. By the way, demand for the rare coins and currency we list
on our website has been our strongest growth
area over the past year.
Don’t delay. Review our offers, then reach
our Trading Desk toll-free at 800-527-2375
to check on availability, prices (for the Canadian Silver Coins), and to confirm your order.
Here are a few more special bargains we
recently purchased:

Prices
SpotSpot
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District has been graded by PCGS Currency
as Choice Extremely Fine-45. However, in
our judgment, this note has only one fold,
vertical in the center, which means the note
really grades About Uncirculated. Even
under close inspection, some might call this
note uncirculated. However, there is just
enough faint discoloration from past handling, most noticeable in the center of the
reverse, for the grading service to assign the
lower grade that it did.
This is almost certainly one of the highest
quality Choice Extremely Fine-45 notes you
could ever hope to find. It is also the nicest
quality $1,000 US currency we have handled in years. You can own it for $2,650
(Michigan residents would need to add 6%
sales tax).

Beautiful 1955 Double Die Obverse Lincoln Cent: When some coin

dies are improperly prepared, the impression
of the details can end up doubled. Perhaps
the most famous and the most obvious US
coin where the obverse letters and numbers
are plainly doubled is the moderate number
of 1955 Lincoln Cents struck at the Philadelphia Mint. “IN GOD WE TRUST,”
“LIBERTY,” and “1955” are all clearly imprinted two times on the front of the coin,
somewhat offset from each other.
High Grade 1934 $1,000 Federal
Whenever we get a nice 1955 Double Die
Reserve Note: This Series 1934A $1,000 Lincoln Cent, they never seem to last long.
Federal Reserve Note issued for the Chicago This lovely specimen has been certified

which they were used as payment. In this
era, gold coins had huge purchasing power.
Here are some lovely circulated specimens
we recently acquired:
1836 $2.50 Classic Head, Extremely Fine
-40, NGC—$725. The first $2.50 US Gold
Coins, struck in only 20 years from 1796 to
early 1834, contained 4.37 grams of 22 karat
(.9167 purity) gold. As the value of the gold
exceeded face value, many of these coins
were melted down, as also happened with
early $5.00 and $10.00 US Gold Coins. In
1834, the US Mint came out with a new issue of $2.50 and $5.00 Gold Coins with the
gross weights reduced to 4.18 and 8.36
grams, respectively, and the gold purity reduced to 89.92%. The purity of $2.50 Classic Gold Coins increased to 90% in 1837,
making the 1836 issue the last circulating
Quarter Eagle not made of .900 fine gold.
The Classic Head Quarter Eagles were
only struck for six years, up to 1839, before
the design was replaced by the long-running
Liberty Series. Only 968,228 Classic Head
Quarter Eagles were struck for the entire
series, with the 1836 date being the most
common. PCGS Retail and Coin Values,
catalog these coins for $800, and $925.
1847-O $10.00 Liberty, Extremely Fine40, NGC—$950. The New Orleans Mint
opened in 1838, closed at the start of the
Civil War, and was later used mostly to
strike Morgan Silver Dollars until it ceased
operations after 1909. Most New Orleans
Gold Coins are low-mintage favorites highly
prized by collectors. However, the 1847-O
$10.00 Liberty, with a mintage of 517,500,
had the highest mintage for any New Orleans
Gold Coin. You can own a specimen from
this historic Mint at a reasonable price.
PCGS Retail and Coin Values, respectively,
are $1,150 and $1,050.

9 Spectacular Coins From A Decades
-Long US Rare Coin Collection!
for this overdate variety certified by NGC, in the 32 years
that PCGS has been in operation it has graded a meager 34
Hundreds of times over the decades, it has been Liberty
specimens of the 1810/09 Large Cent in Choice Extremely
Coin Service’s privilege and honor to be the dealer that ad- Fine-45 and all higher grades combined!
vanced numismatists turn to when they are looking to sell
One reason there are so few nice certified specimens is
their personal collections.
that the copper planchets used to strike Classic Head Large
Just over a month ago, we acquired an amazing collection Cents (struck only for 7 years, from 1808 to 1814) tended to
put together over a lifetime by a fussy collector. As you
be porous, meaning that they were unattractive at the momight suspect, he patiently built his collection, looking for ment they were struck.
coins that possessed both rarity and exceptional quality for
Of US Copper Coins struck before the Civil War in this
the issue. He emphasized quality over quantity.
grade, this is one of the most attractive specimens you could
All of the nine coins we offer here have been certified by
hope to find. Corrosion-free and problem-free. The chocoeither the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS) or
late brown color is evenly distributed. Possibly the finest
Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) as well as meet- specimen we have ever handled.
ing our own strict quality standards. Some of these pieces
PCGS Retail catalogs this coin for $3,150. Coin Values
may be highest quality we have ever handled for the issue! lists this overdate at $2,250 for Extremely Fine-40 and at
In addition, several pieces have superior eye appeal com$4,350 for About Uncirculated grades. The 2019 edition of
pared to other specimens of the same technical grade—just A Guidebook Of United States Coins, popularly called The Red
what you would expect a seasoned and savvy numismatist Book, puts a value of $1,700 in Extremely Fine-40 and does
to seek out and acquire.
not list a catalog value for any higher grade.
Most surviving US coins issued before 1850 were cleaned
2. 1800 Draped Bust Heraldic Eagle Half Dime, Exat some point. So long as the cleaning was gentle and long
tremely
Fine-40, PCGS—$3,995. Mintage for this date is
ago, the grading services are willing to certify such coins
uncertain.
Some researchers contend that 40,000 were
without comments about having been cleaned.
struck
while
others think production was only 24,000 coins.
Since every coin offered here is one-of-a-kind, we have
Whichever
is
correct, this is obviously a rare coin, especialomitted the order blank. Call our Trading Desk at 800-527
ly when you consider that the
-2375 to check on availability and to lock in your purchase.
US Mint in 2016 struck more
Your satisfaction is guaranteed. You have 14 days upon
than 1.5 billion 5-cent coins
your receipt of these coins to return them for a full, nofor circulation! The 1800 date
questions refund.
may be the highest mintage of
P.S. Whichever of these coins you pick up, we would appreciate
the four years that this series
if you would do us a favor. When the time comes for you to put
was struck, making this dethese coins up for sale, would you do Liberty Coin Service the honsign a rarity no matter the
or of contacting us? Thank you.
date!
1. 1810/09 Classic Head Large Cent, Choice ExThis coin is sharply detailed.
tremely Fine-45 Brown, NGC—$2,695. Don’t let the
We think it would merit a
mintage of 1,458,500 Large Cents of all varieties struck by higher grade of About Uncirthe US Mint in 1810 fool you into thinking this is a comculated. It has been certified
mon issue. Although we could not locate population data
as Extremely Fine-40 to reflect the net impact of longago minor cleaning. There is
some weak strike at the base of
Liberty’s bust matched by
weakness in the cloud on the
reverse (which often occurred
with early US coins). This
may be the finest coin of this
date we have ever had.
PCGS Retail shows this coin
at $4,400, Coin Values is at
$5,750, and The Red Book catalogs it for $6,000.
Tom Coulson LCS General Manager, and Allan Beegle, LCS Chief
Numismatist

3. 1796 Draped Bust Small Eagle Quarter, Good-6,
PCGS—$12,500. Despite being the “lowest” graded coin in
this collection, it is the most
prized piece of them all.
This was from the first
year that the US Mint ever
struck the quarter denomination. It would be another
eight years before it again
struck quarters, which were
of a different design. Mintage is a paltry 6,146. We
can count the number of
1796 quarters we have handled in our 47 years in business on one hand.
Most 200+ year-old coins
that have seen this much
wear exhibit at least some
problems. This treasure is an
amazing exception. You
could look for decades to try
to find another example of
this grade of equal beauty.
In Good-6 PCGS Retail
shows $13,000. Coin Values
catalogs it at $12,500 in Good
-4 and at $17,500 in Very
Good-8. The Red Book lists it
at $11,000 in Good-4 and at
$17,000 in Very Good-8.
4. 1805 Draped Bust Heraldic Eagle Quarter, Very
Choice About Uncirculated58, NGC—$7,595. Over the
past 32 years, PCGS and NGC
combined have certified a meager 69 specimens of this rarity
in AU-58 and all higher
grades. So, don’t let the mintage of 121,394 let you think
this specimen is common.
This is the finest example of
the date we have ever had the
honor to handle.
To be thorough, there are a
few fine scratches above and to
the left of Liberty’s hair that
you might not notice upon
initial inspection.
The last specimen to sell in a
major auction, over 18 months
ago, cost the buyer $9,400.
PCGS Retail is $8,850. Coin
Values lists it for $7,250 in AU
-55 condition and $12,500 for
MS-60 quality. The Red Book
catalogs it at $5,500 for AU50 and at $11,000 in MS-60.

5. 1807 Draped Bust Heraldic Eagle Half Dollar,
About Uncirculated-50, PCGS—$2,395. Mintage is
301,076 for the largest US silver coin struck this year. This

design was only struck for six years. Combined, PCGS and
NGC have certified a mere 611 1807 pieces in AU-50 and
higher grades. This coin may be the highest quality example
we have ever had in stock. The specimen that one of Liberty’s staff owns only grades a still respectable Very Fine.
This specimen appears to have been cleaned a very long
time ago, with it having retoned a lovely even gold-purple
on the obverse and light gold on the reverse. As result, it is
a stunning piece.
PCGS Retail catalogs it for $3,000, Coin Values for $3,750,
and The Red Book at $4,750.
6. 1853 Arrows & Rays Seated Liberty Half Dollar,
Mint State-62, PCGS—
$1,695. This coin has the
highest mintage, 3,532,708, of
the coins offered here. It is
also the nicest quality of these
treasures. In 1853, the US
Mint reduced the weight of
the half dollar from 13.36 to
12.44 grams. To draw attention to the reduced weight,
arrows were added to the left
and right of the date and rays
surrounded the eagle. These
rays were only used that year,
making this a one-year type
coins, though the arrows continuing through 1855.
PCGS and NGC certified an
average of 20 MS-62 or nicer
specimens per year. We may
have had one or two higher
grade examples in our 47 years
in business, but this light golden-colored example is a beauty.
PCGS Retail lists this coin at
$2,000 in MS-62. Coin Values
and The Red Book booth catalog it for $1,500 in MS-60 and
$3,500 in MS-63.

7. 1795 2 Leaves Flowing Hair Dollar, Fine 15,
PCGS—$3,950. The US Mint first struck a Silver Dollar
in 1794, but only 1,758 pieces. Most examples that you
might find go for at least $75,000. The 1795, the second
and final year of this design, is much more affordable, with a
mintage of 160,295 among all three major types combined.
PCGS has certified a modest 567 examples of the 2 Leaves
(under each of the eagle’s wings) version of the 1795 Dollar
(we were unable to find the NGC population for the 1795 2
Leaves variety broken out from the others from that same
year). That gives you an idea of just how scarce problemfree specimens of this 223 year-old issue really are.
True, this coin was cleaned a very long time ago. It now
exhibits a pleasing and even golden-blue toning on the obverse and reverse. There is a small dig underneath the eagle’s beak. For dollars from this part of US Mint history,
this is a remarkably problem-free specimen.
We have carried a few other 1795 Flowing Hair Silver Dollars in our 47 years in business, including higher grade pieces. Still, this may qualify as the most problem-free of any of
them.
PCGS Retail catalogs this issue in Fine-15 at $5,150. Coin
Values has this coin in Fine-12 at $4,000 and in Very Fine-20
at $5,500. The Red Book lists it at $4,350 in Fine-12 and at
$6,000 in Very Fine-20.

In 1834 and later years, when the US government wanted
to issue some coin sets as gifts, it struck a handful of 1804dated coins of this type, resulting in what today are
$1,000,000+ rarities. The Mint reported that it struck
19,570 Silver Dollars in 1804, but these were almost certainly struck with dies bearing the 1803 date, a common practice
of the era.
When dies were made to strike 1800-dated Silver Dollars,
one of the reverses had a twig hanging off of the olive branch
on the lower left of the reverse. At first glance, it seems like
the letter “I” has been added at the end of “AMERICA” (see
enlarged photo below). Enough specimens of this variety
were struck that it is not worth any more than the other varieties from 1800.
This is certainly one of the nicest, if not the highest graded
of the few 1800 Silver Dollars we have ever had. Like the
other coins listed here, another problem-free example other
than a very old cleaning that has retoned to a beautiful steelgray
PCGS Retail and Coin Values both catalog this rarity at
$4,500, while The Red Book is at $4,600. But, just try to find
another specimen of equal grade that is as problem-free as
this piece.

9. 1871 Seated Liberty
With Motto Dollar, Proof60, PCGS—$1,895. This
collection had very few Proof
coins, with this being the
scarcest. The US Mint struck
a limited 950 Proofs this year.
This piece shows evidence of
having been wiped multiple
times, hence its grade being
only Proof-60. However, this
evidence of long-ago cleaning
can only be seen upon close
inspection. Overall, the coin
has pleasing virtually white
surfaces, with just the slightest hint of gold toning.
We cannot recall ever hav8. 1800 Draped Bust Heraldic Eagle Dollar
ing
a Proof 1871 Seated Lib“AMERICAI”, Extremely Fine-40, PCGS—$4,395. The
erty
Dollar before. If it is not
Draped Bust Heraldic Eagle Silver Dollar was struck for cirthe
only
one we have ever
culation in only six years, 1798-1803. In 1800, the Mint
handled,
it is one of the very
struck 220,920 Silver Dollars of all varieties combined.
few.
PCGS Retail lists this coin
at $1,900 in Proof-60 quality.
Coin Values and The Red Book
only catalog the Proofs in
Choice Proof-63 condition, at
$4,000 and $3,800, respectively.
From another long-time collector we purchased a few beautiful extremely low mintage
19th Century US Gold Coins, but we don’t have
space to offer them this time. Look for them to
be featured next month.

A First Time Offer And A Repeat
Of A Popular Sellout!

Canadian Silver
Coins At Bullion
Prices!

Enlarged to show detail, actual diameter 1-1/2 inches

The Royal Canadian Mint now issues more
than 300 different Canadian coins every year.
Most of these are commemorative coins priced
at numismatic levels. A handful of the releases
are of bullion-priced gold, silver, platinum, and,
formerly, palladium coins.
Some of the coins depicted a desirable combination of the themes along with attractive bullion
-related prices. In almost all instances where we
offered such coins, they sold out.
In June 2016, we were one of the first dealers
to offer the 1 Ounce Silver Canada $5.00 2016
Superman Coins. This was one of our most popular offerings ever, when you compare demand
to our available inventory. Then, almost a year
ago, we acquired a supply of the 1-1/2 Ounce
Silver Canada $8.00 2015 Polar Bear And Cub
Coins. Once again, our supplies sold out quickly. When we uncovered another small group of
them later, they also sold out quickly.
The Good News! We recently acquired two
moderate-sized batches (one of them literally
this week!) of bullion-priced Canada Silver
Coins. One was an issue we had not stocked before and the other was more of the Superman
Coins.
The new coin in our stock is the original 1-1/2
Ounce Silver Canada $8.00 2013 Polar Bear
Coins. The reverse depicts a mature polar bear
lumbering across the barren and frozen Arctic
wilderness. This coin has been popular enough
that other dealers who have them in stock are
pricing them at higher prices than for the 2015
Polar Bear and Cub issue.
The reverse of the Superman coin depicts the
iconic “S” symbol that the superhero wore on his
chest. This coin was issued to commemorate the
75th anniversary of the debut of the Superman

comic books.
Both coins are 1-1/2 inches in diameter. Because the Polar Bear coins are 50% thicker than
the Superman specimens, each tube contains just
15 coins (total of 22.5 ounces of .9999 fine silver). The Superman coins come in tubes of 25
coins (25 ounces of .9999 fine silver).
While our moderate supplies last, we are selling rolls of either of these coins at just $3.80 per
ounce above the ask silver spot price.
(For example, if the ask silver spot price is
$15.80, a roll of either coin would cost you
$19.60 per ounce of silver content. For the Polar
Bear coins, your cost would be $441 per roll
[$29.40 per coin], while the rolls of Superman
coins would come to $490 [$19.60 each].)
This discounted price only applies while our
supplies last. If past experience is any guide, we
expect another quick sellout—especially with
the silver spot price close to its lowest levels in
more than a year.
Call our Trading Desk Today! Reach us toll
-free at 800-527-2375 to check on availability,
current price, and to confirm your order. Please
refer to our Quotes Page for postage charges.
As these coins are offered at bullion-related
prices, you cannot use a charge card to purchase
them. You must send a check for payment.
(P.S. You can pay much more if you purchase
these coins elsewhere. One of the world’s largest retailers is offering the 2013 Polar Bear
Coins, with orders fulfilled by one of our national dealer competitors, for more than $40 apiece.
It is also charging almost $30 each for the Superman coins. Other retailers are charging over $30
to almost $45 for the Polar Bears and well over
$20 for the Superman coins.)
—Tom Coulson, LCS General Manager

